Y1

POTTY ABOUT PLANTS!
MATHS
During this half term the children will focus on;
 Familiarising themselves with larger numbers to 100; we will use our
number bonds and knowledge of place value to look carefully at the
value of each digit in a number
 Recognising coins and notes and begin to add and subtract using money
 Applying addition and subtraction methods independently to find
answers to equations with two-digit and single-digit numbers

SPRING 2

ENGLISH
Text 1: Jack and the Beanstalk
This half term the children will learn how to use adjectives to write a character
description whilst comparing their chosen character with others from the story
and explaining their similarities and differences. Children will then be exploring
comic strips. We will innovate the story into a comic strip with illustrations and
captions.
Text 2: Avocado Baby by John Burningham
The children will begin the story by discussing memories when they were a baby
and continue to write a poem about their favourite food. We will conclude the
book by writing a non-chronological report about ‘healthy eating’.

SCIENCE
Plants
During this half term the children will learn about the difference between
deciduous and evergreen trees. They will learn to identify and name common
flowering plants and trees endemic to the UK and will carry out simple
experiments to find out what a plant needs to survive and thrive. We will begin
this unit on plants with an exciting trip to Hampstead Heath.

GEOGRAPHY
During this half term the children will focus on;
 Naming and identifying the four countries within the UK and their capital
cities
 Identifying key physical features of the UK such as; cliffs, seas, mountains,
forests, marshes etc…
 Identifying key famous landmarks within the UK

PSHCE

D&T

R.E

Healthy Me
We will be looking at
the importance of
keeping healthy. We
will discuss how we
can make healthy
lifestyle choices.

Fruits & Vegetables
We will be looking at the
difference between
fruits and vegetables,
how and where they
grow and what they
taste like. The children
will learn how to
prepare them and
design their own
delicious smoothies.

What does it mean to belong to
a faith community?
We will be looking at how
different religions show they
belong to a wider religious
community. We will also be
looking at how religions welcome
new babies to their communities.

P.E
Striking and fielding
(Outdoor P.E)
Fitness
(Indoor P.E)

COMPUTING

MUSIC

Data
During this half term the children will learn about different types of data and how
we can collect and input data in a variety of different ways. They will have the
opportunity to collect their own data linking with our science experiment on
plants and will use the iPads to chart and document their findings.

Round & Round –
Bossa Nova
Students will explore
the lively and up
tempo beats of this
style.

